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Land Acknowledgement
The creation of this report and the Art for Social Change NOW
National Gathering have taken place digitally across many lands,
connected by many waterways, belonging to and stewarded by
Indigenous peoples since time immemorial.
For our part, as the report team (writer, translator and
designer), we work from eastern and western regions of what
is colonially known as Canada. We acknowledge the unceded,
ancestral, and traditional Coast Salish territories of the lower
mainland of British Columbia, and specifically the Qayqayt First
Nation, where Megan resides; the Mississaugas of the Credit,
the Anishnabeg, the Chippewa, the Haudenosaunee and the
Wendat peoples of the Toronto area, where Aquil resides, which
is now home to many diverse First Nations, Inuit and Métis
peoples; and the Kanien’kehá:ka Nation, recognized as the
custodians of the lands and waters around Tiohtià:ke/Montréal,
where Marie Claire resides, which is historically known as a
gathering place for many First Nations and, today, is home to a
diverse population of Indigenous and other peoples.
We offer our respect and gratitude to the peoples who have
stewarded these lands and waterways since time immemorial.
We also recognize the many Indigenous languages that have
connected the peoples, communities and landscapes of Turtle
Island. It is our hope that the work of art for social change
will continue to contribute to processes of reconciliation,
decolonization and Indigenization, now and into the future.
As you engage with this report, we invite you to ground yourself
in your physical, geographic place, to learn the Indigenous
and colonial histories, and to acknowledge the Indigenous
presence that endures. We include all of these places in our
acknowledgment and active recognition of the territories
connected by this specific gathering.
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About the Art for
Social Change Network
The Art for Social Change
Network (ASCN) was
created from an identified
need to build partnerships
and increase capacity at
local levels and for national
collaboration across the art
for social change field.
To date, there has been no dedicated
mechanism to connect community-engaged
artists across the country. In 2020, ICASC (the
International Centre of Art for Social Change,
administered by Judith Marcuse Projects)
partnered with selected organizations across
Canada to create a network of hubs that will
serve as focal points for specific local and
national activities. The network is intended to
support broad collaboration among artists/
practitioners to enhance the well-being, impact
and profile of art for social change work. ASCN
comprises a group of representative leaders
from 15 community-engaged arts organizations
(hubs) from regions across the country.

Goals of the network
• Build bridges between diverse
communities of practice, including
those in both rural and urban settings;
• Promote and support local and
national initiatives including
exchanges and dialogues, advocacy,
artist exchanges, professional
development and national gatherings;
• Address the challenges of
inclusion, equity and diversity.
• Nurture engagement and
participation in community-engaged
arts, specifically in the development
of partnerships within the sector and
with non-arts change initiatives such
as those focused on environmental
and social justice challenges;
• Provide connections with scholars
working in community-engaged arts
research.
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Steering Committee Members
• Jacob Zimmer,
Nakai Theatre,
Whitehorse, YK

• Seanna Connell,
ArtBridges,
Toronto, ON

• Marie Coderre,
Northern Arts and Cultural
Centre, Yellowknife, NWT
• Judith Marcuse
& Kim Gilker,
International Centre
of Art for Social Change,
Vancouver, BC

Erika Kierulf
& Maude Levasseur,
National Theatre School,
Montreal, QC
• Heather Wilkinson,
Wonder’neath,
Halifax, NS

• Sally Njoroge,
Trico Changemakers,
Calgary, AB

• Saa Andrew Gbongbor
& Miguelina Izaguirre,
Multicultural Association of
Fredericton, Fredericton, NB

• Helen Moore-Parkhouse,
Calgary Arts Development,
Calgary, AB

• Megan Stewart,
River Clyde Pageant,
Charlottetown, PEI

• Judy McNaughton
& Risa Payant,
Common Weal, Regina/
Saskatoon, SK

• Ryan Veltmeyer,
Lighthouse Art Centre,
Halifax, NS
• Tim Borlase,
Labrador Creative Arts
Festival, Labrador

• Josh Ruth,
Art City,
Winnipeg, MB

• Natasha Blackwood,
First Light, St. John’s,
Newfoundland

Learn more at
icasc.ca/ascnetwork
OPTION A

OPTION B
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Introduction: To Gather, Together
The time is now!
Art for social change (ASC) folks from across
Canada, and beyond, gathered in January 2022
– digitally – to share experiences, exchange
strategies, discuss issues and build critical mass.
Of course, practitioners have been gathering for
years, in smaller and larger groups, under the radar
and also in the spotlight. The field is not young
in this country, with over 70 years of history.
Worldwide, the practice is even more established,
especially in the UK where many of its early forms
developed. Here at home, in our geographically
widespread reality, connecting is more difficult
and field-building is harder. Compounding the
issue, this work has a range of definitions and
practitioner contexts: art for social change is a
beautifully expansive practice.
This is productive and generative. It means that
artist-practitioners, educators, researchers, leaders
and changemakers across disciplines and sectors
find themselves belonging to this community. It
also means that this community is diverse. It is
strengthened through difference and the desire
for dialogue. It is invigorated by creativity, and by
criticality. It is founded on a belief in the potential
of artistic processes to open hearts and minds and
to inspire action toward change.

The time is now!
Social upheaval is upon us – writ large.
We’re two years into a pandemic. We’re newly resensitized to the deeply rooted racisms, inequities,
political divisions and systemic biases in our
society. We’re confronted again and again by the
horrible legacies of colonialism. We’ve experienced
unprecedented fires, flooding and other anomalous
weather events, including heat domes and tornados
in usually temperate regions. And we’re witnessing
another atrocious war and another major refugee
crisis.
Committed to making the world a better place
for all, art for social change practitioners have
been engaging communities around justice and
environmental issues through artistic process
for many decades. As a result, they’ve honed not
just their artistic disciplines; they’ve also refined
engagement strategies to connect with nonarts fields and sectors. And they’ve developed
frameworks and methods, strategies and evaluation
tools to support effective change processes. These
folks have the skills, expertise and knowledge to
help us through the times we’re in.

The time is now!
In these pages, we offer glimpses into the
presentations and conversations that took place at
the Art for Social Change NOW National Gathering.
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Meet the newly formed Art for Social Change Network.
Discover the ways folks in this sector adapted to the
pandemic. Learn about their long-standing engagements and
recent innovations in the digital sphere. Hear about personal
commitments and institutional strategies around decolonization.
Understand the importance of relationships and partnerships in
this work. Embrace the ethics of evaluation and heed the call to
change the way we assess change itself.
In the words of a senior colleague in the field, “The creative
process is the only problem-solving process we have.” If that’s
the case, then more than ever, we need to gather together to
offer leadership from the field of art for social change.

The time is now!

P. Megan Andrews, PhD, (she/her) is a
settler dance artist and scholar, movement
educator and writer/editor, gratefully living
and working on unceded, traditional, ancestral
Coast Salish territories. Her artistic research
queries the aesthetics of ethics through
practices of movement, voice, perception
and relationality, and through critical-poetic
writing and dialogue. pmeganandrews.com

Note: As Programs Consultant for JMP/ICASC,
I attended the ASC NOW National Gathering as a witness.
My task: to create a report on the event.
I chose to take a varied approach to the writing, using
some first-person descriptive strategies mixed with more
formal syntheses. I wanted to capture the textures and
energy as much as the content. I drew from my own notes,
from the videos of each day, from the post-event survey
and, in some cases, from external sources where needed.
I have summarized, paraphrased, and quoted from the
videos throughout. I’ve made every effort to be accurate
and to respect the speakers’ ideas and comments.
This report presents a document not an analysis and is
explicitly from my own experiential perspective, limited
and partial as it necessarily is. It captures a particular
moment in the field of art for social change in Canada.
Thank you to Aquil Virani (design) and Marie Claire Forté
(French translation) for their superb collaboration.

ASC NOW National Gathering: January 25 - 27, 2022
Program Schedule
DAY ONE – Tuesday, January 25

DAY TWO – Wednesday, January 26

10am to 12:30pm PST | 11am to 1:30pm MST |
12 to 2:30pm CST | 1pm to 3:30pm EST |
2 to 4:30pm AST | 2:30 to 5:00pm NST

9:30am to 12:30pm PST | 10:30am to 1:30pm
MST | 11:30am to 2:30pm CST | 12:30pm to
3:30pm EST | 1:30pm to 4:30pm AST | 2:00pm
to 5:00pm NST

Opening Ceremony: Joseph Naytowhow
(no recording posted online)

Opening Ceremony: Ka’nahsohon Kevin
Deer (no recording posted online)

Introduction: Judith Marcuse, Kim
Gilker – recording link

Day 2 Host: Ryan Veltmeyer

Poetic Intervention: Peace Akintade,
2020-21 Saskatchewan Youth Poet Laureate
– recording link
Opening Session – Stories of NOW •
Hosted by Seanna Connell (ON) and Sally
Njoroge (AB) • This session presents a
sampling of current community-engaged
work happening right now across the country.
Hear from a diverse roster of speakers,
including: Miranda Bouchard (ON), Rosemary
Georgeson (BC), Traci Foster (SK), Cassandra
Spade (ON), Paola Gomez (ON), Moashella
Shortte (NS), Glenn Marais (ON), Juliana
Bedoya (BC/NB), Will Weigler (BC) and Skye
Louis (AB). – recording link

Session – The Art for Social Change
Network (ASCN): Who and What? •
Hosted by Judith Marcuse (BC) • What
is “ASCN”? Who are we? What are the
goals? Hear from each of the ASCN hubs
from across the country on what they’re
doing in the field of art for social change.
Speakers include: Jacob Zimmer (YK), Marie
Coderre (NWT), Sally Njoroge (AB), Judy
McNaughton (SK), Josh Ruth (MB), Seanna
Connell (ON), Maude Levasseur (QC), Saa
Andrew (NB), Natasha Blackwood (NFLD), Tim
Borlase (LAB), Megan Stewart (PEI),
and Heather Wilkinson (NS). – recording link
Poetic Intervention: Dr. Afua
Cooper – recording link
Session – Art for Social Change: Digital
Strategies • Hosted by Josh Ruth (MB) • The
world is becoming increasingly digitized and this
affects how we approach art for social change.
The virtual space offers endless tools for
innovation and also presents some significant
challenges when it comes to authenticity and
community engagement. Panelists will discuss
how they have used their respective digital
strategies to forward their work for social
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9:30am to 1:30pm PST | 10:30am to 2:30pm
MST | 11:30am to 3:30pm CST | 12:30pm to
4:30pm EST | 1:30pm to 5:30pm AST | 2:00pm
to 6:00pm NST

Session – The Power of Partnerships in
Arts for Social Change • Hosted by Judith
Marcuse (BC) • The creation of reciprocal
and trusting partnerships is central to both
short- and longer-term art for social change
community-engaged initiatives. Our panel of
experienced art for social change practitioners
will explore the often-complex elements for
success, including taking the time to understand
each other’s perspectives, language and
processes; defining roles and responsibilities,
and clarifying goals and capacities; and
sustainability. Hear from presenters Dr. Candice
Lys (NWT), Laura Barron (BC), Dr. Louise
Comeau (NB), and Karine Lavoie (QC) who will
share experience and perspectives and then
open up the conversation to your questions and
comments. – recording link

Knowledge Holder Ceremony: Knowledge
Holder Maggie Mercredi (no recording posted
online)

Music Video: Qunmuuyuq: Ascend by PIQSIQ
(Kayley Inuksuk Mackay and Tiffany Kuliktana
Ayalik). – recording link

Day 3 Hosts: Josh Ruth, Heather Wilkinson

Session – Embedded Evaluation: Capacity
Building for the Sector and Beyond
Hosted by Seanna Connell (ON) • Why
do evaluation? Who is it for? How to
explore the perspectives of participants,
community partners, funders and facilitating
artists/ASC organizations? How to use
qualitative, quantitative and/or arts-based
approaches? How can we carry out this work
in respectful and useful ways? This event
brings together Dr. Annalee Yassi (BC), Dr.
Kim van der Woerd (BC) and Dr. Marnie
Badham (Australia) who will explore this
sometimes-challenging element of our work
in community-engaged arts. To provide some
context for this event, please visit https://icasc.
ca/asc-evaluation-tool. – recording link

change through the arts and some of the
ways they have navigated challenges within
the digital space. Questions about access
and representation, as well as innovation
and the future of art for social change in an
ever-changing environment, will be brought
into discourse with panelists and attendees.
Featuring: Adonis Huggins (ON), LeeAnne
Ireland (AB), and Joy Balmana (MB).
– recording link

DAY THREE – Thursday, January 27

Session – Communities of Hope:
Decolonization and Connection for
the Revolution • Hosted by Vanessa
Richards (BC) • Join three leaders in discussing
ways in which the art for social change sector
can embrace anti-colonial practices that
center equity and justice through models of
care and community. Implicit in this discussion
is a consideration of the need for creative
spaces that resist exploitative institutional
frameworks, the role of artists in imagining our
collective future, and the function of nuance
in our work. Panelists will also offer tactics for
holding onto hope and prioritizing individual and
community wellness as integral practices when
investing in substantive social change. Speakers
include: Allison Yearwood (MB), Vanessa
Richards (BC), and Albert McLeod (MB).
– recording link

Conclusion – recording link

Want to follow the next steps of the Art
for Social Change Network (ASCN)?
Subscribe to our newsletter here.
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Attendance & Participation
1. Overall Registration

4. Participation from around the world

409
2. Primary Work Identity
(May check more than one)

65%

Independently as an
artist/practitioner

29%

For a (primarily) artsfocussed organization

29%

For an arts-for-socialchange organization

14%

For a (primarily) socialchange focussed
organization

5. Overall Experience
(Excellent 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 Poor)

37.5 %
38.8 %
20 %
-

3. Average Daily Attendance
(Approximate, based on manual tracking)

5
4
3
2
1

Day 1: 167
Day 2: 144
Day 3: 117

6. On the Value of Connecting

87%

said YES, I would like
to see more events like
this focussed on art for
social change work.
Survey response rate: 20%
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“Seeing just how many
organizations across the
country are doing work
related to arts for social
change. I didn’t realize how
many folks/organizations
are involved in this work.”
– Participant

“As someone who has only
recently identified as having
an ASC and community-based
practice it was really all
inspiring and invigorating. It
was so exciting to hear about
the diverse projects and
backgrounds of the artists
doing this work. I am very
motivated to continue to
develop my practice!”
– Participant

For me, the most insightful,
impactful or inspiring
moment [of the ASC
NOW Gathering] was ...

“Overall, the realization that
my work, although it may seem
small, is part of something much
bigger.” – Participant

“Seeing individuals working
in different locations leaning
into the same ideas to better
communities and strengthen
resources was inspiring.”
– Participant
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Opening Remarks from Judith Marcuse
In 2020, six months into the pandemic, artists and
their organizations across Canada were adapting
to huge challenges that are still with us today. Not
easy for anyone, including the art for social change
sector.

We depend on group
processes, dialogue and, often,
non-verbal, tactile experiences
through artmaking and collective
inquiry. Could we continue our
work without being together in
the same room?
A quick digression for a definition: art for social
change or ASC is one of many names for many
forms of community-engaged arts. At ICASC, we
define ASC as groups of people, who may not
self-identify as artists, making art, themselves, in
any of its forms, about what matters to them. This
co-creation process is facilitated by a professional
artist. It’s a form of cultural democracy.
With a history of over 70 years in Canada, some
400 organizations and hundreds of independent
artists working in the field, it felt largely like we
were still under the radar, underutilized and often
de-legitimized. It also felt like we were all working in
isolation, without knowing much about each other’s
work or sharing ideas and mutual support.

Watch Video

So 20 months ago, we began to work on the
creation of ASCN, now with a Steering Committee
made up of [15] regional hubs. We began to meet
regularly to get to know each other and our work.
ICASC had hosted both national and international
gatherings over many years and it felt like the right
time to do this again … hence the idea for this
event.
Many people have contributed their time and
expertise to get us this far. Our planning committee
identified folks from across the country to share
their work and explore topics of concern. We’ve
attempted to offer a diversity of locations,
communities served, arts disciplines, methods
and challenges … knowing full well that this is an
absolutely impossible task! So, over the next few
half days, starting with a shorter schedule today
and building daily content over the next two days,
we offer a kaleidoscopic view of some of the
wonderful work of ASC artists in every corner
of the country and what matters to them and
their communities.
We welcome your insights and suggestions about
both the work and the future of the Network.

Judith Marcuse
Founder/Director of the
International Centre of Art for
Social Change (Read Judith’s
shortened bio on page 41)
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Summary: Day 1
A warm welcome to all! We arrived in the Zoom room to
witness the end of a short pre-conversation between Judith
Marcuse (based on the west coast) and Indigenous Knowledge
Keeper Joseph Naytowhow (based on the prairies). It was a
brief informal moment of meeting and connecting in advance
of the formal opening moment. This glimpse of genuine delight
in interpersonal encounter – across digital space – remained an
underlying energy throughout the three-day event.
Naytowhow offered a rich opening ceremony and shared a song
to the beat of his hand drum, grounding and connecting everyone
in attendance across the vast and disparate territories of Turtle
Island and beyond. Then, situating us firmly in the present, Judith’s
own opening remarks (see page 12) provided a definition of art for
social change along with current context for the work, specifically
identifying the newly formed Art for Social Change Network –
collaborating hosts for this national gathering.
Crystallizing an issue so very relevant to artists and art for social
change practitioners in these pandemic times, poet Peace
Akintade reiterated the question: “How do we connect when not
in person?” The power of her poetry offering, “Master Rooster”,
connected us all and deepened the resonance of the event –
literally (see link on page 8). Passion, conviction, presence, agency,
voice, expression. The digital space can hold!

And hold it did. For the rest of day 1,
a roster of artist-presenters shared
their Stories of Now, offering candid,
practical and personal insights into their
art and social change work over the
pandemic period. Co-hosted with care by
network members Seanna Connell and
Sally Njoroge, this opening session of the
gathering cracked things wide open.
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Stories of NOW

Watch Video

How are you doing? This question has transformed over the recent two
years from a standard platitudinous greeting to a genuine and invested
inquiry. Emphasize any single word and it takes on a new cadence. The
Stories of Now project evolved from a conversation between Seanna
Connell and colleague Ryan Veltmeyer in which they recognized
the power of this simple question. Hearing, daily, so many stories and
expressions from artists catalyzed an impulse: “We need to hear them,
we need to tell them … These are the stories of now!”
Led by Seanna through her organization, ArtBridges (an ASCN hub), the
project developed as “a gathering and sharing of stories emanating from
the field of community-engaged arts and art for social change now”. And
indeed, as Seanna noted, for every story of challenge there’s a hopeful
story of a new initiative reflecting the artists’ creative commitment to
“pivot”, “reinvent”, “adapt” and “try”.
The beating heart of art for social change pulses through community
engagement. Examples abound of artists extending care to their
communities; connecting with folks wherever they happened to be:
online, outdoors, at the curb, on social media; navigating issues of digital
access with folks in remote areas, the disability community and older
adults to name a few; developing new intersectoral collaborations; and
continuing to address issues of climate change and social justice.
In this session, hosted by Seanna and Sally Njoroge, the invited artistpresenters spoke about a wide range of community-engaged art
initiatives, foregrounding current perspectives and social change issues.
It was a heart-led and heart-felt session, revealing the commitment, care,
vulnerability, and passion that sustains this work.

There is a sense of urgency; the time is now.
Artists and community-engaged arts for social
change initiatives are creating projects that are
current, relevant and responsive to social and
environmental issues and pandemic challenges.
And artists are moving forward despite
everything, because of everything, in the ways
we can.” – Seanna Connell
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Sally Njoroge, Trico Changemakers Studio, Calgary, AB • How might
we …The Artist as Changemaker Project is a six-month artist residency
in collaboration with not-for-profit and for-profit partner organizations to
increase the capacity of artists to create meaningful social change by revealing
the relationship between art, the artistic process and social innovation theory.
Artistic projects worked to connect folks across difference, engage with seniors
facing racism, address coercive control (a form of domestic violence), confront
the perception of ageism, and explore transformative learning through the
two-dimensional digital space. Sally recognized the willingness and dedication
of the artists and organizations involved to lean into changes wrought by the
pandemic.
Sally values the phrase “how might we”, attributed to Tim Brown and
IDEO’s design thinking approach. “How = solutions are out there;
might = ideas might or might not work; we = we’re going to do it
together.” – Sally Njoroge

Juliana Bedoya, From Harm to Harmony, Vancouver Island, BC – New
Brunswick • Action over environmental anxiety. In this coast-to-coast
remote artist residency, in partnership with the Conversation Council of New
Brunswick and ICASC’s FUTURES/forward national mentorship program,
Juliana (digitally) leads a group of artists in New Brunswick who’ve come
together around the desire to express concerns about climate change and
other environmental issues in their region. The project unites artists of diverse
backgrounds, lived experiences and artistic practices to foreground action over
eco-anxiety. Through a new program, Come Home, We Are Kin, the group has
created an ancient forest lullaby, drawing together sound, text, material, and
land-based practices, which will culminate in a collaborative video work.
“In order to mobilize change in climate action, we must first heal
ourselves and our relationship with the natural world – moving from
an extractivist mindset to a relational approach that restores our
kinship with the natural world.” – Juliana Bedoya

Rosemary Georgeson, Galiano Island, BC • “It’s a journey into
relationships and reconnection.” Taking inspiration from The Arrivals Project
initiated by Diane Roberts at Urban Ink in 2007, Rosemary has continued
to search for and centre stories of her ancestors, especially women, in her
art-making practice. An exhibition around the “stories of our grandmothers”
is planned for July 2022 on Galiano Island. Working through the lens of the
Arrivals Project has enabled Rosemary and her family to reconnect again after
150 years of brokenness and separation and to discover unknown family
connections, even with longtime neighbours.
“Art is giving us our voices back as Indigenous women.”
– Rosemary Georgeson
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Traci Foster, Listen to Dis’ Community Arts Organization, Inc., Regina, SK
Interrupting the narrative. Emphasizing the importance of interdependence
among her team members, who share lived experience as disabled folks, Traci
spoke about the challenge of pivoting 10 strands of programming to digital.
Speaking more to how they worked than what they did, she recalled her daily
messaging to her colleagues to “work like there is a tomorrow”. This plays against
the ubiquitous and pressurized “work like there’s no tomorrow”, suggesting a
more mindful and healthy work pace, while also implying a hopefulness much
needed in these times. About the increased politicization of folks with disabilities
that has arisen through the pandemic, and the accompanying increased demand
on them to speak (for themselves and on behalf of their communities), she noted
the importance of building capacity and resilience.
“Working to cultivate the voice of disabled community members
through art is a massive blessing.” – Traci Foster
Miranda Bouchard & Cassandra Spade, Thinking Rock Community Arts,
Northern Ontario • Slowing down with handiwork. Sharing their story
as an interwoven offering in both English and Anishinaabemowin, Miranda
and Cassandra (respectively) spoke about their project Social Fabric. This
multidimensional textile project elaborates many metaphors through physical/
material and digital initiatives including a physical quilt of community care
stitching together many individual solidarity statements, a digital basket
project focussed on relationship-building around the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission’s Calls to Action, and a mural activation site with messages of love,
care and community on pieces of fabric blowing in the wind, which envelop folks
who move in to read the texts. Key ideas of weaving, mending and repair flow
through the project, which offers possibilities for healing, both as individuals and
community.
“We are woven together.” – Miranda Bouchard & Cassandra Spade
Moashella Shortte, Youth Art Connection, Halifax, NS • Hope. Moashella
identifies as a “Black mother mothering black and brown children … and working
with young Black creatives.” She shared what she perceives as the clear vision
that young creatives hold, their clarity about the things that are needing change,
and the hope that lives in young people. She is moved by witnessing how tapping
into the arts is helping them to figure things out, with a new vision for how things
can be. She encouraged all “to recognize this incredible opportunity for change,
change that will allow us to be better to each other, better to ourselves.” Feeling
grateful that she was able to discover the artist in herself, she emphasized the
“very necessary work” of art to heal and bring hope in these times.
“It is the arts that help us feel hopeful on those days and in those
situations where there seems to be no hope anywhere.” – Moashella
Shortte
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Paola Goméz, MUSE Arts, Toronto, ON • Joy in opportunity. Paola and her team
have been in a process of rediscovering spaces, places, people and supporters over the
past two years. Much of MUSE’s programming is offered to refugees in temporary living
situations. By moving online, they were able to connect with many more communities.
They also brought programming outdoors, into parks and other outdoors spaces. As a
leader in an organization created and run by newcomer and refugee artists, Paola noted
the importance of opportunities for other newcomer and refugee artists to create and
lead programs, and not only be seen as recipients of services or participants in programs.
Opportunities for creating and sharing are opportunities for integrating and belonging –
and also for giving back.
“The role of community artists is to create a space for community and peacebuilding.” – Paola Goméz
Glenn Marais, Newmarket, ON • The honesty of an artist. Glenn, a musician who has
worked with DAREarts and ArtsCan Circle and also offers an in-person music program with
youth in schools, shared the challenges he’s faced as a result of the pandemic and the shift
from in-person work to online. He misses his relationships with the Indigenous youth and
other folks he usually works with. “Art process is in the room, in the energy, in the circle”, he
says, and these connections just can’t be replicated via the digital. Dealing with the alltoo-common experiences of loss and grieving, and working hard on his own mental health,
Glenn noted that “healing and blessings come when you least expect it.” In his case, these
came through a unique collaboration: writing a song with someone who came to him for
support, Glenn witnessed a profound change and emergence in them that gave him hope.
“My favourite colour is hope.” – Glenn Marais
Skye Louis, Artist as Changemaker Project, Calgary, AB • Small innovations. Working
with the Artist as Changemaker Project (see above), Skye adapted an existing (prepandemic), in-person group screenprinting project into a resonant digital collaboration.
Working with the Calgary Vietnamese Women’s Association, they designed a screenprinting workshop to support essential workers. By innovating to create individual kits
to be sent to all participants so each could have a screen, and through ethical sourcing
of materials, individuals were able to screen-print their own fabric and sew face masks. A
digital sharing at the end provided a culminating moment of true shared experience.
“Art finds a way.” – Skye Louis
Will Weigler, Vancouver/Victoria, BC • Staging stories … of now. Mid-stride on a
theatre project in India on LGBTQ issues, Will managed to pivot his work online quickly and
continue creating with folks around the world. Among current projects, he’s collaborating
with teens and young adults on a research project in England about navigating experiences
with cancer. In Will’s experience, it’s less often a speech and more often the way a scene is
staged that moves him and compels action. For the PAR3TY Project, the participants were
given decks of his Alchemy of Astonishment staging cards as a creative tool to stage their
own stories.
“It’s vital to ask: Is this work emancipatory? Is it beautiful?” – Will Weigler
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Summary: Day 2
Crossing the threshold of the zoom room on day 2 felt
like entering into something truly tangible. Unlike regular zoom
meetings, or even other events I’ve attended, here I felt like I was
joining together with others in a truly shared project. Though not a
physical space, this zoom-based gathering generated an energetic
commons characterized by generosity and curiosity. These qualities
of openness around giving and receiving are fundamental to the
creative process, both in art-making and in change-making. We
gathered here these three days in like mind, heart and spirit.
Faithkeeper Ka’nahsohon Kevin Deer offered an opening ceremony
and an address, sharing gratitude with all beings and with mother
earth, our first mother. After playing his water drum, he left us with a
simple and powerful proposal: “All we have to do is have an attitude
of gratitude everyday.”
Our Day 2 host, Ryan Veltmeyer, then thanked Ka’nahsohon Kevin
Deer and welcomed Judith Marcuse to again start us off with some
context for the event – at its heart focussed on building bridges
between diverse communities of practice.
Two sessions anchored day 2. In between, a poetic offering from
Dr. Afua Cooper punctuated the experience (see link on page 8).
Dr. Cooper read part of her poem “Jupiter Wise” from her book Black
Matters. Impossibly, her presence and the energy of her spoken
words seemed to resonate within the digital walls of our gathering
as though we were physically sharing space. The power of voice.
With presentations from all the ASCN hubs across the country about
the work they’ve been doing, and a session dedicated to sharing
around digital strategies, Day 2 promised the foundations for bridgebuilding.

And in the dialogue and exchange
surrounding the presentations, we
began to span the distance.
Again, the power of voice.
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The Art for Social Change Network: Who and What?
Watch Video

Hosted by Judith Marcuse (BC).
In this session, leaders from each ASCN hub
across the country had the opportunity to share
something about their organization and the
projects they’ve recently undertaken. Some spoke
about their programming in general and others
specifically talked about pandemic initiatives and
adaptations. Some of their projects and comments
are collected below. (Read about ASCN’s goals
and members on page 4).
• Giant puppets parade through the streets,
bringing delight and connection to isolated folks
during the pandemic. (Nakai Theatre, YT)
• Painted pianos help Indigenize a former churchturned-Indigenous-art-centre. (First Light
Centre for Performance and Creativity, NL)

Organizations in the network run the gamut from
small artist-run spaces for community – like
Wonder’neath (Halifax) – to large institutions like
the National Theatre School (Montréal). Some
work specifically with youth facing barriers; some
with inter-generational groups including kids
in daycare, adults and elders; others work with
newcomers or specifically with and for Indigenous
groups. Partnerships abound: with hospitals,
shelters, highschools, food banks, environmental
organizations …
All of these organizations engage communities in
some form, practice art-making of all kinds, and
advance social change in diverse ways. Despite
ongoing struggles to build capacity, position and
reposition themselves, and find the necessary
resources to sustain their work, all of them are
fuelled by hope, good will and a belief in the power
of art and creativity to transform lives.

• Art kits appear on families’ doorsteps alongside
groceries delivered by a local food bank.
(Wonder’neath, NS)
• Shipments of cameras and video equipment
enable fly-in community residents to participate
in a digital film festival. (Labrador Creative Arts
Festival, NL)
• A community garden grows from the impulse
to provide food alongside free artist-led
workshops. (River Clyde Project, PEI)
• Programs empower talented youth facing
barriers to navigate art-world systems so they
can share their artistic gifts. (Art City, MB)

“How do we admit what’s
happening and try to help? […]
How can small organizations not
overreach with our work and
avoid harming by doing so?”
– Jacob Zimmer, Nakai Theatre,
Whitehorse, YT
“It’s hard to maintain a level
of care for projects and for
organizational staff without
operating funding.” – Heather
Wilkinson, Wonder’neath, Halifax,
NS

• Artists themselves connect through local and
national networks, sharing experiences and
strategies to support their changemaking work
with communities. (ASCN)
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“A lot of people in little places
doing little things can change
the world.” – Saa Andrew
Gbongbor, Multicultural
Association of Fredericton, NB
“As a national institution, we
have a responsibility to function
from a position of humility in
the work we do in fostering
community projects, and to
decentralize our role.” – Maude
Levasseur, National Theatre
School, Montréal, QC

“I’m starting to see and feel the
reason we need to gather and
exchange.” – Ryan Veltmeyer,
Light House Art Centre, Halifax,
NS
“The dream for me would be to
never hear a grown up say ‘I’m
not creative.’” – Josh Ruth, Art
City, Winnipeg, MB

From bottom to top: Tim Borlase, Megan Stewart, Sally Njoroge, Marie Coderre.

“We have to constantly reframe
what we do, both explaining and
begging at the same time, about
the work, for the work.”
– Judith Marcuse, ICASC,
Vancouver, BC

Digital Strategies

Watch Video

Hosted by Josh Ruth (MB). Speakers: Adonis
Huggins (ON), LeeAnne Ireland (AB), Joy
Balmana (MB).

Authenticity, engagement,
access, representation. In this
session, speakers shared insight
into their current work and
how they’ve innovated in the
digital space with/in specific
communities.
Adonis Huggins, Artistic and Executive Director
of Focus Media Arts in Regent Park, Toronto,
spoke about his work addressing stigmatization
of this low-income housing community. From early
attempts at letter writing, efforts shifted to using
journalism and media to galvanize community
around the issues and literally “change the channel”;
the area’s own security network became the tool
for a community TV station. Now, Focus Media Arts
Centre runs a host of programs in print journalism,
radio, TV & YouTube, music production and gaming
with and for community youth.
LeeAnne Ireland, Executive Director of USAY (Urban
Society for Aboriginal Youth) in Calgary, introduced
USAY as an Indigneous youth agency offering a
range of empowering programs for participants.
Speaking to how USAY integrates digital arts,
LeeAnne mentioned their New Tribe magazine and
several documentaries they’ve made. They are also
integrating AR and VR (Augmented Reality and
Virtual Reality) technologies into their work with and
for Indigenous youth. For example, they’ve built apps
and VR games around relatable issues, animating
and gamifying stories and lived experiences toward
learning and self-empowerment.

Joy Balmana, a media and communications
consultant and arts facilitator (formerly with
Synonym Art Consultation and Wall-to-Wall
Mural & Culture Festival), talked about developing
engagement via social media stories and equitybuilding within digital engagement tools. She spoke
specifically about the importance of the audience.
Going beyond her pre-pandemic focus on inviting
folks to attend programs and events, Joy is asking:
what experiences can audiences have through
social media itself? “If we’re approaching this
with an art for social change lens, we have to be
malleable … we have to work with the folks we’re
trying to serve.”
In discussion, Josh and the speakers addressed a
number of issues and assumptions about access
to and use of digital technologies in communityengaged work.
Adonis pointed out a problematic issue further
highlighted by the pandemic: despite the assumed
prevalence of digital technologies, not everyone has
access to a smartphone, for example, nor access
to quality internet service. These are fundamental
issues when engaging communities in digital
spaces and through digital media creation projects.
Furthermore, rapid changes in technology cause
digital obsolescence. It’s a major obstacle when one
can’t use new apps and software on older hardware.
Nonetheless, Adonis made clear that, at Focus, the
critical work is less about learning the technology
and more about participants engaging in reflection,
dialogue and storytelling about their identities, their
lived experiences and the issues they face.
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LeeAnne extended this discussion, noting that VR
is still a relatively privileged technology at this time.
She’s used the strategy of seeking classroom sets
of VR headsets as a way to resource her programs,
which not only engage Indigenous youth in digital
creation and storytelling but also provide career
opportunities for them. She says: “I have a strong
feeling that when we get diverse people into
careers in technology – bringing artistic expression
and challenging social justice – that’s really where
we begin to move the needle on some of these
larger changes we need in our communities.”

Joy remarked that fundamentally as artists, “we’re
trying to figure out ways to bridge the physical
and the virtual … there’s no one answer … and
experiments can have really great unintended
consequences.” Relating her experience in working
on a queer and drag arts festival for the digital
space, she noted that some folks in the drag
community haven’t had the resources to create high
quality digital content. Through the festival process,
artists ended up with stronger material they could
use to promote themselves beyond the festival
itself.
In terms of social justice goals, LeeAnne wonders:
How can AR/VR offer more equitable spaces to
gather? Her suggestion that these digital spaces
are not yet colonized highlights the value and
timeliness of engaging diverse folks and youth in
this work, not only for them to be part of the new
technological future but to be part of creating it.

From bottom to top: Joy Balmana, LeeAnne Ireland, Adonis Huggins.

The speakers reflected on how some things
work well and others don’t in the digital space.
The interactivity of the in-person encounter is
hard to replicate in the digital space; however,
digital programming has extended the reach of
local projects and allowed distant and remote
participants from across the country to join in.
This is also a challenge though, says Adonis,
“because we see the work we do hand in hand
with community building. It’s not just about the
workshops but about how you take the tools to
build community with each other and respond to
issues that are going on in the direct community.”
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Summary: Day 3
Coming into this final day of the gathering felt familiar; familiar in
that I was starting to feel part of this temporary digital community, and
also familiar in relation to other in-person and digital conferences I’ve
attended. Through the course of such events, I usually feel – in this order
– excitement, inspiration, nourishment, belonging … and then a sense of
urgency followed by a wave of overwhelm. Perhaps others can relate?
There is so much great work happening out there, and so many
impassioned, intentional artist-practitioner-organizer-advocates
dedicating their energy and creativity to changemaking through the arts.
These folks hold so much lived experience and knowledge about how to
do this work well, with ideas for how to do even better. And yet, there are
still so many challenges and barriers to overcome: specific, local,
practical ones and broad, philosophical, systemic ones.

Day 3 offered the opportunity to listen,
learn and share perspectives around both
the specific and the systemic.
A beautiful ceremony prepared by Knowledge Holder Maggie
Mercredi started us off in a good way, with a food offering to Mother
Earth. Even though we were only digital witnesses to part of the
process, Maggie’s deliberate actions set a grounded pace for the day.
Our hosts Josh Ruth and Heather Wilkinson held the space for
sessions on decolonization, partnerships, and evaluation that plunged
us into the contexts and complexities of change work. A music video
offering, Qunmuuyuq: Ascend by PIQSIQ (Kayley Inuksuk Mackay and
Tiffany Kuliktana Ayalik), provided an aesthetically resonant shift for
our senses before the final panel.
The feelings of urgency and overwhelm I experience stem from an
awareness of just how much work there is to be done and how necessary
the changes are. Ultimately though, I left this gathering with a sense of
the hope voiced by so many, the power of community engagement, and
the potential of art – for social change.
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Communities of Hope: Decolonization
and Connection for the Revolution
Hosted by Vanessa Richards (BC). Speakers:
Allison Yearwood (MB), Vanessa Richards (BC),
Albert McLeod (MB)
Invited speaker and host of this session, Vanessa
Richards started off with a participatory game to
engage our bodies and senses. This was the only
time that participants had the option to turn on
their cameras and for us to see and briefly hear each
other. It seemed a significant shift, particularly in the
context of this session. A moment of connection.
Vanessa, a multidisciplinary artist, facilitator and
consultant, referenced her own process of finding
work with values-aligned folks in other, non-arts,
sectors. This process has been fuelled by the
need to “find a space between star and starving”.
Identifying poverty as a colonial tool, Vanessa
focussed on the values and value of artists.
“I’m really interested in advancing
imaginative thinking across disciplines and
to bring more artists to more tables outside
of the arts ecosystem. I think we need to be
everywhere, not just for the contribution
of our work, but for the quality of our
thinking, this thinking that allows us to be
adaptive and focused and expressive and
collaborative, enthusiastic, visionary – and
not financially poor. We don’t have to be
poor. That’s my decolonizing stance. I want
to kick poverty to the curb – for everybody,
not just for artists.”

Watch Video

Albert McLeod, a human rights activist and
consultant specializing in Indigenous peoples, spoke
to the power of sharing ideas and situating thought.
His framework for change practice includes:
decolonization, reconciliation/reconstruction,
Indigenization, and Indigenous land-based
education and reclamation. A slide presentation of
art and action by Indigenous folks foregrounded
critiques of Euro-centrism and white supremacy
and illustrated aspects of his framework through
practices that are resurging and being reclaimed:
Indigenous beadwork of virus molecules, ribbon
skirts telling the stories of Indigenous children’s
unmarked graves at Indian Residential Schools.
Referencing recent government reports and
commissions relating to Indigenous people he
noted:
“Those are all road maps for Canadian
society. They’re not so much for Indigenous
people but really for Canadians to
understand how we got here today … It is
a wake-up call – but also an opportunity
to turn our direction to reconciliation and
reconstructing a society that is truthful and
based on equity, empathy and justice.”
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Allison Yearwood, Executive Director of Plug-In
ICA (Institute for Contemporary Art), spoke from
her position within an institution about how she
and her organization are responding to the need for
decolonization and how they are being accountable
in taking action: “unlearning and unteaching the kind
of harmful frameworks that white supremacy has
offered us.” She is changing the organization’s pace,
from planning years ahead to working in a more
responsive and timely way. A slower pace seems to
be a safer pace, based on artist feedback so far.

From bottom to top: Allison Yearwood, Albert McLeod, Vanessa Richards.

“When [artists] have asked for something,
I didn’t immediately push them aside
or I didn’t immediately have the excuse
of ‘I don’t have the money for it’.” By
being fair, transparent and responsive,
she is demonstrating the organization’s
commitment to change. “And that’s just one
of the ways to show, yeah, we can make this
happen. You are part of this.”

The Power of Partnerships in ASC
Hosted by Judith Marcuse (BC). Speakers: Dr.
Candice Lys (NWT), Laura Barron (BC), Dr.
Louise Comeau (NB), Karine Lavoie (QC)
Community-engaged arts work is relational by
nature. It requires collaboration, communication,
values-alignment and trust among all parties. It
takes time to build the interpersonal connective
tissue to successfully hold the work. It also takes
a kind of faith in the creative process: to set a
context and then enter the unknown, together,
without a clear definition of the outcome.
Reciprocal benefits emerge through the slow burn
of the work.
Partnerships in community-engaged art for social
change are founded on the same principles. In
this session, four speakers offered stories and
perspectives from different partnership contexts.
Laura Barron, a professional musician and
community artist, spoke about the Lullaby Project
(first established by Carnegie Hall), in which her
organization, Instruments for Change, partners with
the YWCA in Vancouver. In collaboration with local
musicians, young mothers write personal lullabies
for their babies, which are then professionally
recorded. The project has evolved over many
years, from an idea through a happenstance
conversation into a multi-organizational five-year
partnership, and then to a new partnership with an
environmental organization in New Brunswick, in
which a group of artist-activists wrote an “ancient
forest lullaby”. This is the long tail of partnership
development.

Watch Video

Karine Lavoie is executive director of Cirque Hors
Piste, a social circus organization empowering
marginalized youth through circus arts. Long- and
short-term partners include funders, community
organizations and peers in social circus. Describing
the “winning conditions” for partnerships, Karine
listed: 1) shared passion around a common dream,
2) commitment to bring expertise and learn
from each other, 3) common values and common
ethics developed together over time, 4) a written
agreement that can transcend the initial people
involved, and 5) a long-term vision that includes
reflection, questioning and transmission to others.
Dr. Candice Lys, executive director of FOXY
(Fostering Open eXpression among Youth), leads
community-based and school-based programs
around sexual health and wellness for young women
and gender-diverse youth across the North. FOXY
covers a vast geographical area through many
partnerships, particularly with schools and school
boards. Despite the institutional structure of such
partners, Candice emphasized the importance
and value of in-person relationships – “hanging
out and having tea together” – that underpin the
partnerships. Another essential element in FOXY’s
partnership development involves a commitment to
having youth representatives in the room and in the
conversation as much as possible.
Dr. Louise Comeau directs the Conservation
Council of New Brunswick’s Climate Change
and Energy Solutions program. She compared
“normal” partnerships in her sector with her recent
experience partnering through ICASC’s national
mentorship program in an art for social change
project. The arts-based partnership was much
more “light-touch” and based in trusting the artistfacilitators (including conference speakers Juliana
Bedoya and Laura Barron on the forest lullaby
project). She’s been impacted by the power of the
process to address eco-anxiety and has recognized
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the potential for a longer-term impact. As a result
her organization has now secured funding for
another two years of this work.
“The process has been transformational,
not only for me personally, but for the
Conservation Council, [and] I also think
for the participants. It’s unique in our
experience and one that has led … to an
incredible outpouring of love and honour
and one that we are incredibly pleased and
grateful to support.” – Dr. Louise Comeau

• Ensure artists are remunerated well and fairly for
their work
• Develop in-person relationships: learn about and
get to know the partner organization; go to their
location, bring them to yours; meet in person
when possible; present a great package with
visuals and information about impact
• Bring representatives from the participant
population to meetings, invite them to speak
about their experiences, and involve them in
decision-making processes whenever possible
• Be explicit and transparent about capacity for
collaboration – on both sides: what are the needs,
what are the commitments (think beyond funding
per se)
• Provide reciprocal benefits: find win-win
outcomes, consider what the arts partner can
offer the non-arts partner
• Diversify the partnership base for sustainability:
engage partners at different levels and in
different ways
• Consider the “20-minute neighbourhood”: many
partners can be found in close proximity to your
location and project base
• Take time, be present, go slow: engage in the
ongoing process of maintaining/sustaining each
partnership

For more: ICASC: ASC! Project Partnerships
Study (50 interviews on partnership)

From bottom to top: Dr. Louise Comeau, Dr. Candice Lys, Karine Lavoie, Laura Barron.

Tips for Building Partnerships (collected from
session discussion):

Embedded Evaluation: Capacity Building
for the Sector and Beyond
Hosted by Seanna Connell (ON). Speakers:
Dr. Annalee Yassi (BC), Dr. Marnie Badham
(Australia), Dr. Kim van der Woerd (BC).
Evaluation is an essential part of any complete
programming offer. As Seanna Connell noted in
her introduction, commonly, evaluation measures
outcomes, impacts and benefits. More and more,
especially in arts and arts for social change work,
evaluation also considers the contexts of a project
or program: the who, what, where, when, why and
how. Who is the evaluation for? Who is doing it?
Why are we doing it? How are we presenting it?
Increasingly, the actual frameworks and tools
used in evaluation are coming under scrutiny
for the ways in which they perpetuate power
relations and ultimately cause harm. In this session,
speakers addressed ethics and offered alternative
approaches to evaluation, calling in the community
to challenge conventional measurement and
change evaluation. Simply stated by speaker Dr. Kim
van der Woerd: “The time is yesterday.”
Dr. Annalee Yassi, Professor in the School of
Population and Public Health at the University
of British Columbia (UBC), presented the open
source, online evaluation tool she and her team
developed as part of the multi-institutional SSHRC
research project led by Judith Marcuse and ICASC.
The robust tool features general information
about evaluation; details on various methods –
including quantitative, qualitative and arts-based
approaches; case studies demonstrating evaluation
processes and a mini course for learning more
about evaluation. Annalee emphasized the need to
embed evaluation right from the beginning of any
project and the need to truly understand the ethics
involved in order to mitigate potential harms.

Watch Video

“It’s quite clear why the status quo clings
to the quantitative things, to numbers. It
hides power relations; it hides context; it
hides agency.” – Dr. Annalee Yassi
Dr. Marnie Badham, Senior Research Fellow
at the School of Art at RMIT University, Naarm/
Melbourne, Australia, focussed on her work
developing participatory research and evaluation
methodologies through two case studies: the
first with senior LGBTQ2S+ folks coming back
out in long-term care homes, the second with an
Indigenous traditional dance program and festival.
Marnie again emphasized the need to consider
ethics and relationships, and noted her particular
concern with unpacking the unintended colonial
consequences of change work and evaluation.
Marnie advocates for a fundamentally collaborative
process in which participants are closely involved
in co-designing the process. She takes an iterative
and reciprocal approach that constantly cycles back
to community to ensure their voices are centred
throughout. Formalized letters of agreement ensure
that the data is always owned by the community,
not by funders or universities. She commits to
checking in before sharing or presenting the work –
as she did for this presentation.
“What resources do you have to undertake
evaluation? Be really clear upfront what
[you] can and can’t do … And I don’t think
you should do the work if you don’t have
capacity.” – Dr. Marnie Badham
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“The field of evaluation is riddled with
white supremacy.” – Dr. Kim van der Woerd

For more: ICASC: ASC! Monitoring and
Evaluation in Art for Social Change (open
source evaluation tool)

From bottom to top: Dr. Marnie Badham, Dr. Kim van der Woerd, Dr. Annalee Yassi, Screenshot of ascevaluation.ca.

Dr. Kim van der Woerd is a member of the
‘Namgis First Nation from Alert Bay, BC, and
founding owner of Reciprocal Consulting, an
Indigenous consulting firm specializing in program
evaluation and research. She began by stating that
evaluation has a history of being a tool for policing
and surveilling communities and often elicits a fear
response. She is “actively throwing the field of
evaluation under the bus for its role in upholding
the status quo”. To understand the issues, don’t
ask about the program, ask: what is the need that
a program seeks to address? To challenge the
status quo approach, ask: who are the evaluators
themselves, and what is their role? Critiquing what
she calls “vanity metrics” – quantitative indicators
sought by funders, policy makers and institutions –
she invites the arts for social change community to
influence the field of evaluation by asking the right
questions.

Conclusion: Together, We Change
“A lot of people in little places doing little things can
change the world.” – Saa Andrew Gbongbor, Multicultural
Association of Fredericton, NB (ASCN Member)

Listening, sharing, risking, trusting.

Spending time, making art.

Through the presentations and conversations at
the Art for Social Change NOW National Gathering,
invited speakers and attendees entered the open
space of exchange, activating the energy among
us. Despite the compressed time frame for each
session, intentionally shorter presentations
left more opportunity for interaction between
speakers and the chance to address questions from
participants. Curiosity about processes prompted
generosity around ideas. Vulnerability about
experiences fuelled solidarity around the issues.

Combining the open space of exchange with the
open space of creative process sets the conditions
for transformation. We move beyond the known,
the familiar. We bracket assumptions and suspend
judgment. We ignite the imagination and ease into
possibility. This is the space of art for social change.

We heard from artists, administrators, advocates
and academics. We heard from students
and teachers, environmentalists and health
care professionals. We heard from musicians,
playwrights, poets and choreographers. We heard
from painters, weavers, broadcasters and media
makers. We heard from institutions and individuals.
We heard from folks in the centre and folks in
the margins. We heard from First Peoples and
newcomers.
And all of them are changemakers in one way or
another.

As we learned from the many presenters and
attendees at the ASC NOW Gathering, spending
time together making art can be personally
transformative – in the way that creating an ancient
forest lullaby has helped reduce eco-anxiety. And
it can lead to community change – in the way
that finding and telling the stories of Indigenous
grandmothers mended long-broken family ties
or the way that creating a TV station galvanized
youth around identity and belonging in a local urban
community.

Creating community, taking action.
Elsewhere in this document Judith Marcuse offers
her definition of art for social change. It bears
repeating: “At ICASC, we define ASC as groups
of people, who may not self-identify as artists,
making art, themselves, in any of its forms, about
what matters to them. This co-creation process is
facilitated by a professional artist.”
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Definitions are helpful in creating a focus,
naming a practice, making a space. ASCN
has drawn together around this shared
understanding and, in turn, has gathered
a larger community through this national
gathering. The beautifully expansive work
of art for social change – and the wider
community of practitioners, partners and
participants – is strengthened by this critical
mass. Now comes the challenge of staying
connected, supporting each other, learning
together and advancing the field – so the
transformative work can continue toward a
better world for all.

Together, we change.

Future Focus
ICASC and ASCN hub members are in
ongoing conversation about next steps
on this journey together, while also each
facing the all-too-familiar struggles to
sustain existing programming, secure
adequate funding and build internal
capacity. We know this is the reality for so
many arts and community organizations,
particularly in these times. ASCN is
a new initiative and in its very early
development. From the post-event
survey, we heard the following clear
calls, among many others, which will
be considered as we assess and seek
resources for the future.
• Advocate for the field and for
sustainable funding for ASC artists and
organizations
• Maintain ongoing networking and
connecting
• Create opportunities for professional
development and knowledge exchange
• Share information, strategies, resources
and success stories
• Expand the network
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Art for Social Change NOW
Combining the open space of exchange with the open space
of creative process sets the conditions for transformation. We
move beyond the known, the familiar. We bracket assumptions
and suspend judgment. We ignite the imagination and ease into
possibility. This is the space of art for social change.
The time is now.
To gather, together.
Listening, sharing, risking, trusting.
Spending time, making art.
Creating community, taking action.
Together, we change.
– P. Megan Andrews
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Biographies
Biographies have been abbreviated for space and clarity. Find full bios here.
Peace Akintade is an African Canadian interdisciplinary poet, public speaker, and
thespian residing in Saskatoon, SK. She is the co-coordinator of Write Out Loud,
a former Saskatchewan Youth Poet Laureate, and one of 21 Black playwrights
chosen for Obsidian Theatre’s 21 Black Futures project. Instagram: @s.ole.peace
Joy K. Balmana (she/her) is a (Filipinx/Ukrainian-Canadian) settler on Treaty 1
Territory and has been engaged with Manitoba’s music and art communities as an
artist, curator, facilitator, administrator, and active/passive viewer for the past 12
years. walltowallwpg.com/joy-k-balmana
Laura Barron is a Vancouver-based musician, writer, facilitator, and community
artist and the founder of Instruments of Change, gratefully living and working
on ancestral, unceded Coast Salish Territory. She holds a doctorate from McGill.
Her 30-year career as a flutist has brought her from the Yukon to New Zealand.
laurabarron.net
Dr. Marnie Badham is an expert in socially-engaged art, participatory research
methodologies, and the politics of cultural measurement. With a 25-year history
of art and social justice practice, Marnie is a Senior Research Fellow at the School
of Art, RMIT University, Naarm/Melbourne, Australia. marrniebadham.com
Juliana Bedoya is a community-engaged environmental artist. Born in Muysca
territory (Bogota, Colombia) and now gratefully living with her family on the
unceded traditional territory of the K’òmoks First Nation (Comox Valley, BC),
she supports individuals and community groups to establish their own cultural
significance through skill sharing, ethical harvesting, and an environmental art
practice. plantsareteachers.org
Natasha Blackwood is the coordinator of First Light Centre for Performance and
Creativity in St John’s, NL. She has been working in Newfoundland for 12 years
on meaningful projects such as Eastern Owl, Jazz East, and Spirit Song Festival.
firstlightnl.ca/person/natasha-blackwood/
Tim Borlase has been actively promoting and sustaining the arts and culture
of Labrador for more than 40 years. He worked with the Labrador School Board
for 28 years, served as the Director of the Labrador Institute of Memorial
University, and authored numerous publications on Labrador culture and
heritage. He is the founder and organizer of the Labrador Creative Arts Festival.
labradorcreativeartsfestival.ca/home/origin.htm
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Miranda Bouchard (she/her) brings 14+ years of experience in the non-profit arts,
culture, and heritage sector to her work as Artistic Director at Thinking Rock Community
Arts. Her roots and residence in the rural Algoma District of Northern Ontario inform her
multifaceted work as a project collaborator, community artist, independent curator, and
arts manager. thinkingrock.ca/our-team
Marie Coderre has been the Executive and Artistic Director for the Northern Arts and
Cultural Centre (NACC) since September 2012. Before joining NACC Marie worked for the
Francophone Cultural Association in Yellowknife from 2010–2012. Working in Yellowknife,
the regional centers, and small communities in the NWT, she has increased the diversity of
cultural performances enjoyed by northerners. naccnt.ca/all-team
Dr. Louise Comeau directs the Conservation Council of New Brunswick’s Climate
Change and Energy Solutions program. With a doctorate in environmental management,
she has almost 30 years’ experience in analyzing and developing climate change
policy, communications, and solutions-related programming for environmental groups.
louisecomeau.ca/about/
Dr. Afua Cooper is a multidisciplinary scholar and artist. Her 13 books range across such
genres as history, poetry, fiction, and children’s literature. Dr. Cooper served as the Poet
Laureate of Halifax Regional Municipality in 2018 and was awarded the Portia White Prize,
Nova Scotia’s highest artistic award. afuacooper.com
Ka’nahsohon Kevin Deer is a Faithkeeper at the Mohawk Trail Longhouse from
Kahnawake Mohawk Territory. For the last 30 years, he has been involved in Mohawk
Language retention and revitalization. Among a long list of accomplishments and
contributions, he assisted in 1994 with the establishment of the new Mohawk community
at Kanatsiohareke, New York. wearenaturerising.earth/kevin-deer/
Traci Foster is a trauma-informed disability artist, theatre maker, somatic educator, and
acting/voice coach and director. She was Canada’s first certified Fitzmaurice Voicework™
instructor (2006) and is one of Canada’s lead practitioners of the work. Traci is the
founder (2009) and artistic director of Listen to Dis’ Community Arts Organization Inc.,
Saskatchewan’s first and only disability-led arts organization. listentodis.com/the-team
Rosemary Georgeson is a Sahtu Dene and Coast Salish independent artist, born and
raised in the commercial fishing industry, spending the first half of her life fishing around
Galiano Island and the Salish Sea, sometimes as far as Prince Rupert. Since leaving the
industry, she has worked in the arts community as a writer, storyteller, and researcher.
rosemarygeorgeson.wordpress.com
Paola Gomez is an award-winning human rights lawyer, community organizer, public
speaker, artist facilitator, writer, and dreamer. A member of PEN Canada’s Writers in Exile
and an advocate, Paola is the co-founder and Director of Muse Arts and the Creator,
Director and Producer of HAPPENING Multicultural Festival, involved in causes such as
ending violence against women and forced migration. musearts.ca/dreamers-anddoers/
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Adonis Huggins is the Artistic Director, Focus Media Arts Centre. Anchored in the
often-stigmatized community of Regent Park in Toronto, Adonis has spent over 30
years developing programs that offer young people opportunities to explore radio/print
journalism, audio arts, music, photography, coding, and video arts. regentparkfocus.com/
content/artists.html
LeeAnne Ireland is a mixed-race, Anishinaabe person from the central Ontario area. A
graduate from Trent University with a degree in Indigenous Studies, LeeAnne has been the
Executive Director at the Urban Society for Aboriginal Youth (USAY) since 2008. LeeAnne
primarily focuses on social justice issues facing Indigenous youth living in the Calgary area.
usay.ca/mission-and-values/
Karine Lavoie enjoys more than 20 years of experience in social circus, first as a trainer in
various countries around the world, as a training advisor at Cirque du Soleil, as a speaker,
and today as the General Manager of Cirque Hors Piste. She has also developed a solid
expertise in social intervention, having worked for more than 10 years with people
experiencing homelessness or living in precarious situations. In French: cirquehorspiste.
com/notreequipe
Maude Levasseur lives and works in Tiohtiá:ke/Mooniyang/Montréal. She comes from a
settler background and takes her responsibility seriously in working towards dismantling
colonialism and white supremacy. Maude is currently the Director of the Arts Engagement
department at the National Theatre School of Canada, having studied in Film Studies,
poetry, and sociology. ent-nts.ca/en/team
Skye Louis is a Goan-Torontonian printmaker and arts educator based in Calgary. Themes
in Skye’s work include human connection, empowerment, and accessibility as well as
decolonial theory and globalized consumer capitalism. As an arts educator, Skye focuses
on making complex ideas and skills accessible through hands-on, interactive processes.
www.openhearts.ca
Dr. Candice Lys, MA, PhD, M.S.M. (Civil) grew up in a very large Métis family in Fort Smith,
NWT and now resides in Yellowknife. She holds a PhD in Public Health Science from the
University of Toronto, an MA in Health Promotion from Dalhousie University, and a BA
Honors (with First Class Honors) in sociology from the University of Alberta. She is also the
co-founder and Executive Director of FOXY (Fostering Open eXpression among Youth).
arcticfoxy.com
Glenn Marais is an accomplished singer and songwriter with a Juno Nomination and a
Socan Number One Award. He is a talented guitarist and a singer with an amazing vocal
range, from Delta blues to soul, rock, funk, and reggae. He is also a passionate writer, who
has written several children’s stories and two novels to date. glennmarais.ca
Albert McLeod is a Status Indian with ancestry from Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation and
the Metis community of Norway House in northern Manitoba. He has over 30 years of
experience as a human rights activist and was one of the founders of the 2-Spirited
People of Manitoba. Albert lives in Winnipeg, where he works as a consultant specializing in
Indigenous peoples, cultural reclamation, and cross-cultural training. albertmcleod.com
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Judy McNaughton (Scottish/Irish/Norwegian) is a cultural animateur and visual artist
living in Prince Albert, SK. She received a Bachelor of Fine Arts from the University of
Regina and a Master of Fine Arts degree through Emily Carr University of Art + Design.
Judy has been Northern Artistic Director with Common Weal Community Arts since 2004.
judymcnaughton.org
Maggie Mercredi writes: “I am Denesoline. The legacy of pain has not missed me.
Taking care of me was not an easy journey especially when I was told to be a good girl.
[…] Around the time that NACC (Northern Arts and Cultural Centre) raised its curtains,
I stepped onto the stage for the first time and realized a dream my whole being was
ready to share.” She co-founded the Native Theatre Group, trained formally at the Centre
for Indigenous Theatre and the Banff Centre for the Arts, and today, works in bringing
awareness to the history and legacy of residential institutions and colonization.
Joseph Naytowhow
Read Joseph’s most up-to-date biography at josephnaytowhow.com/

Vanessa Richards, born in Vancouver, is an interdisciplinary artist and facilitator
combining a passion for communities and culture into unique socially-engaged projects.
She has devised and delivered initiatives with universities, unions, cultural organizations,
and health care providers in Canada and the UK. She is an associate of the Simon Fraser
University’s Morris J. Wosk Centre for Dialogue. She believes in us. sfu.ca/continuingstudies/instructors/q-t/vanessa-richards.html
Tanya Roach is a writer, Inuit throat singer, librarian assistant and Executive Director
for the Yellowknifemiut Inuit Kattujiqatigiit cultural organization. She has performed for
music festivals and television productions across Canada over the last 11 years. She is
currently working on a children’s book with Inhabit Media publishing. facebook.com/
Yellowknifemiut/
Moashella “Michelle” Shortte is a mother, artist, entrepreneur, advocate, innovator, and
community leader. She is also the Executive Director of Youth Art Connection. Although
Ms. Shortte began her career with a focus on early education and quality learning spaces,
she has most recently turned her attention to highlighting the need to make room for
youthful wisdom in all spheres of society. youthartconnection.ca/staff
Cassandra Spade (she/her) is a grassroots human rights activist from the
Mishkeegogamang First Nation, located in Northwestern Ontario. Her work is communitydriven, with a focus on relationship-building, (re)localization, youth leadership, community
healing, and accessibility. She holds a Bachelor of Arts from the University of Manitoba
with a Major in History, a certificate in Community Economic and Social Development
(CESD) from Algoma University and is a graduate from Ojibwemotaadidaa Omaa
Gidakiiminaang (OOG) Ojibwe language immersion academy. northernvoices.ca/about/
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Megan Stewart is a theatre artist residing and working in Epekwitk (Prince Edward
Island), the ancestral and unceded territory of the Mi’kmaq people. A director, producer,
dramaturge and performer, her practice centres upon large-scale collaborative theatre
projects and community-engaged creation. She serves as the artistic director of The
River Clyde Pageant. riverclydepageant.com
Dr. Kim van der Woerd is a member of the ’Namgis First Nation from Alert Bay, BC. Kim
is the founding owner of Reciprocal Consulting, an Indigenous consulting firm specializing
in program evaluation and research. She has 25+ years of experience conducting local,
provincial, and national program evaluations managing over 300 projects. Kim completed
her PhD in Psychology at Simon Fraser University. reciprocalconsulting.ca
Dr. Will Weigler works across North America and around the world collaborating with
people in communities to co-create performances that tell the stories of what matters
to them. He has dedicated his professional life to understanding what it is that makes a
piece of theatre delightful for an audience while also ensuring a devising process that is
inclusive, liberatory, and dedicated to the well-being of those who create it. Will is the
author of six books. willweigler.com
Dr. Annalee Yassi is a Professor in the School of Population and Public Health at the
University of British Columbia (UBC) and holds a Tier 1 Canada Research Chair in Global
Health and Capacity Building. She is a specialist in both Public Health and Preventive
Medicine, as well as Occupational Medicine. spph.ubc.ca/person/annalee-yassi/
Allison Yearwood is an alumnus of the University of Winnipeg, with a political science
and business administration degree, and brings a fresh focus to the business of arts
administration. Allison returns to her hometown, Winnipeg, from the Banff Centre, where
she was Program Manager at the Indigenous Arts Department. She is Executive Director
of Plug In Institute of Contemporary Art. plugin.org/contacts/
Jacob Zimmer created and produced theatre for 15 years in Toronto before relocating
to Whitehorse to become the Artistic Director of Nakai Theatre. He was born in Cape
Breton and grew up in Halifax. As a process designer and facilitator, Jacob co-creates
gatherings for teams working on complex issues and has worked with Banff Centre,
Vancouver Foundation and others. nakaitheatre.com/jacob-zimmer

Session Hosts
Seanna Connell is an arts educator, non-profit director, overall go-getter, and a
national leader in the field of community-engaged arts with 30+ years of experience in
spearheading art for social change initiatives. She is the co-founder of ArtBridges and
founder of ArtHeart Community Art Centre with expertise in not-for-profit charitable
organization set-up, capacity-building, development and management. artbridges.ca
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Kim Gilker is an uninvited settler on unceded First Nations’ lands, working-class
(confused), feminist, proud granddaughter of labour activists in the Nelson/Slocan area
of BC. With over a decade in communications and community engagement, Kim began
working at Judith Marcuse Projects organising and promoting art for social change work.
icasc.ca
Judith Marcuse, LL. D. (Hon.) is the founder and Executive Director at both Judith
Marcuse Projects and at ICASC, the International Centre of Art for Social Change. She has
worked in the arts for over five decades as a dancer, choreographer, director, producer,
educator, consultant, writer, and lecturer. Judith has received numerous awards including
an Honorary Doctorate from Simon Fraser University and a Lifetime Achievement Award
from the Canadian Network for Arts and Learning. icasc.ca
Sally Njoroge, inspired by many artists, expresses herself through spoken word
poetry, DJ-ing, and any position where she can uplift others. She holds a Bachelor
of Arts in Sociology, and a Minor in Innovation and Entrepreneurship from Mount
Royal University. Her most recent role is at Trico Changemakers Studio, working on
the Artist as Changemaker Project and the Changemaker Conversations Project.
tricochangemakersstudio.ca
Josh Ruth is an uninvited settler living on Treaty One Territory. His work is to support
artists, who he feels are highly undervalued change agents in society. As Managing
Director of Art City, an artist-run centre that offers free programs across Winnipeg, he is
in service of anyone seeking opportunities to express themselves creatively, especially
children and youth. artcityinc.com
Ryan Veltmeyer is a professional community developer, entrepreneur and musician with
20 years of experience. He co-founded Youth Art Connection in 2012, a registered charity
building communities of young creatives through workshops, community hubs, festivals,
public forums and leadership development. lighthouseartscentre.ca
Aquil Virani is an award-winning visual artist, graphic designer and filmmaker of Indian
and French origin based in Tkaronto (Toronto), often integrating public participation
into his political art collaborations. With support from national, provincial, municipal, and
community art grants, he was the first ever national artist-in-residence at the Canadian
Museum of Immigration in 2022. aquil.ca
Heather Wilkinson is a visual artist based in Kjipuktuk/Halifax, whose work explores the
potential of collaboration and connection through socially-engaged art. She has been
collaborating on performances, community art projects, and collective art spaces with
Melissa Marr since 2008. Together, they are the co-founders and current co-Artistic &
Executive Directors of Wonder’neath Art Society. wonderneath.com
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ICASC Team
Judith Marcuse • Founder/Director
Kim Gilker • Communications and Program Manager
Tracey Leacock • Project Manager
Aquil Virani • Communications Coordinator
Jenna-Leigh Di Nardo • Program Assistant
P. Megan Andrews • Programs Consultant
Boyd Norman • Accountant
Special thanks to our additional conference
technical team members Patrick Peachey
Higdon and Erika Kierulf.
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Stay connected with the International Centre of Art for Social Change (ICASC)
and the Art for Social Change Network (ASCN)
—

Website: icasc.ca • Email: info@icasc.ca

—

Facebook: InternationalCentreOfArtForSocialChange

—

Twitter: @ARTsocialCHANGE

—

Sign up to our newsletter here
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